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hen my children were young, we often would 
begin a jigsaw puzzle during the winter months. 
We would sort through the jumble of tiny pieces 
that all looked alike and painstakingly take the time to turn 
each piece over so that the design faced up. We sorted 
the pieces by color, and first and foremost searched for 
all pieces of the border so that we had a bit of structure 
for “the big picture.” While an elementary analogy, 
comparisons are easy to make between a jigsaw puzzle and 
life at a research institution like The University of Montana.
Research and creative activities reach far beyond the 
confines of a petri dish or scholarly publication; scholarship 
is shared in the classroom, and student enthusiasm and 
interest are ignited. In fact, the big picture of research 
involves new scientific breakthroughs, grants that pay 
faculty and student salaries and supplement state support, 
cutting-edge research taught in the classrooms by world- 
class faculty, technology that is patented and licensed, and 
companies that are created and spun out of the University 
to contribute to our state’s economic base.
As dem onstrated by this issue of Vision, while the topic 
may vary from m olecular supercom puting to fire ecology to 
pharmacology, researchers often focus on very small pieces 
of a  very big picture. For example, we have num erous 
studies under way that are  researching com ponents of 
hearing loss, stroke, m igraines and  heart failure. W hether 
trying to grow hair cells in the inner ear, develop new heart 
valves o r  better understand diseases like Alzheimer’s o r  Lou 
Gehrig’s, UM researchers diligently exam ine each puzzle 
piece in an effort to better understand the big picture. 
Obviously, research  success in these areas will have a 
positive im pact on the health and  well-being of M ontanans.
This diligence and dedication stretches across cam pus as 
UM scholars focus on their respective areas of expertise.
As we all know, once the b o rd er of a  jigsaw puzzle is in 
place, the design is m uch easier to piece together. For 
researchers, that b o rd er may be best identified as a  helpful 
administrative structure. To that end, I am p ro u d  to assist 
UM researchers so that they are  able to concentrate on 
piecing together the rest of the puzzle.
I hope you find this issue of Vision as engaging and 
informative as I do.
Dan Dwyer
Vice President for Research and Development 
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A Roundup of UM Science News
Students launch 
near-space balloon
Missoula middle school students and 
University of Montana scientists 
teamed to launch a research balloon 
to the edge of space last summer.
Ten students from Rattlesnake and 
Washington middle schools worked 
on the project with UM's Department 
of Physics and Astronomy. Students 
helped outfit the balloon, as well as 
the capsules and instruments it 
carried aloft.
The balloon rose to about 60,000 feet 
before popping, allowing onboard instruments 
to parachute back to the ground. The students 
and researchers then tracked the parachute 
using GPS. The balloon carried temperature 
and pressure sensors and a 
digital camera to snap photographs of its 
flight. Images from the flight revealed black 
skies and the curvature of the Earth.
The balloon project is called BOREALIS -  
the Balloon Outreach, Research, Exploration 
and Land Imaging System. Funding for the 
project comes from NASA's Montana Space 
Grant Consortium and the National Science 
Foundation. Past flights have originated from 
Montana State University-Bozeman, and this 
was the first launch from UM.
Future flights are planned, hopefully 
with experiments designed by junior high 
students. Some possibilities include studies 
of cosmic rays and forest fire particles. For 
more information, call Jennifer Fowler, 
physics department outreach coordinator, 
at (406) 243-5273 or John Belz, physics 
assistant professor, at (406) 243-5179.
M US works to build a 
better economy 
The Office of the Commissioner of Higher 
Education and the Governor's Office of 
Economic Opportunity teamed up last 
summer to lead public discussions 
throughout Montana on six Montana 
University System proposals designed to 
improve the state's economy.
The discussions were led by Sheila 
Stearns, commissioner of higher education, 
and Dave Gibson, the governor's chief 
business officer. They focused on a series of 
proposals collectively referred to as a 
Program for Shared Leadership to Improve 
the Montana Economy. These proposals 
represent the University System's initiatives 
for the 2005 Legislative session.
The initiatives address better workforce 
training, improved distance learning, stronger 
higher education-business partnerships, 
greater access to post-secondary education 
for all Montanans, more significant collabora­
tion between the Montana University System 
and government leaders, and increased 
promotion of the state as a tourist and 
business destination.
For more information about the 
initiatives visit http://www.montana.edu/ 
wwwbor/SharedLeadlnfo.htm.
UM starts Montana 
Climate Office 
Weather impacts all Montanans. From 
outdoor enthusiasts to wheat farmers, 
weather plays a crucial role in everyone's 
life and livelihood.
But Big Sky Country was one of only three 
states without an office of climatology. To fill 
this void, UM stepped forward to start a new 
Montana Climate Office, which provides 
detailed information on weather, climate, 
snow, fire, agriculture and much more.
"Climate data is amazingly important," 
says Don Potts, the center's director and a 
UM water resources professor. "Much of 
our economy is driven by weather."
The Montana Climate Office is operated 
by UM's College of Forestry and Conservation 
—  specifically the Numerical Terradynamic 
Simulation Group. NTSG designs software 
for NASA environmental satellites, and 
Roger Pielke, past-president of the American 
Association of State Climatologists, calls 
NTSG the best climatology research group 
in Montana.
The new office is online at 
http://climate.ntsg.umt.edu. The site 
provides a gateway to a vast array of 
information, including weather alerts, current 
satellite snapshots of Montana skies and 
instant links to weather conditions in 
communities across the state. The site also 
includes links to Montana Department of 
Transportation Web cameras that offer 
images of mountain-pass roads.
Scientist’s Genesis work 
may not be in vain 
When a parachute failed to deploy on the 
Genesis space capsule Sept 8, allowing the 
spacecraft to slam into the Utah desert at 
200 mph, that collision felt like a punch in
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the gut to UM physics Assistant Professor 
Dan Reisenfeld.
Reisenfeld started at UM fall semester, 
but before that he spent six years working 
on the Genesis project at Los Alamos 
National Lab in New Mexico. The project is 
a NASA effort to collect particles of solar 
wind and return them safely to Earth. The 
three-year mission was designed to reveal 
the composition of the sun and how our 
solar system formed from stellar dust.
The UM researcher was one of three 
people to build the probe's concentrator -  
an instrument that passively gathered solar 
material. He says the concentrator is similar 
in design to a reflecting telescope, but 
instead of gathering and concentrating light 
it concentrates solar ions.
The probe collected solar material on 
fragile tiles and returned them to Earth, 
where a helicopter stunt pilot was supposed 
to snatch the parachuting probe out of 
midair. Though the rough landing shattered 
many of the tiles, the scientists who con­
ducted the preliminary assessment of the 
surprisingly hardy Genesis capsule believe 
it still may be possible to achieve the most 
important science objectives. So Reisenfeld's 
hard work on the concentrator may not 
have been in vain.
UM scientists lead 
international fusion 
conference
The goal of controlled thermonuclear fusion 
research is to develop a safe, essentially 
inexhaustible source of energy for the future.
About 150 leading researchers trying to 
unlock the secrets of fusion were in Missoula 
last spring during the 2004 International 
Sherwood Fusion Theory Conference.
Organized this year by UM's Department 
of Physics and Astronomy, the conference 
is named for the early days of fusion 
studies when the U.S. government used 
"Sherwood" as the code name for its 
classified fusion research.
The Sun's energy is generated through 
fusion, and a major goal of fusion research 
is to find ways to harness that energy here 
on Earth. To achieve that goal, many 
theoretical and experimental problems 
still must be solved.
Conference participants from around the
world discussed results and future 
initiatives in the fields of high-temperature 
plasma physics, magnetic confinement of 
plasmas and fusion-energy production.
Plasmas are gases of ionized particles 
that can reach temperatures in excess of 
100 million degrees centigrade. Hydrogen 
nuclei collide in these plasmas and combine 
to produce helium and give off energy in 
the process.
UM hosts international 
nanotech symposium 
The ability to build machines and materials 
at the molecular level could revolutionize 
human technology. A UM symposium 
delved into the progress and possibilities 
of the growing fields of nanotechnology 
and functional systems.
The symposium, "Macro- and Supra- 
molecular Architecture and Materials 
(MAM-04): Functional- and Nano-systems," 
was held in June. The event included 
about 80 physicists, chemists, engineers 
and biochemists from 25 countries around 
the world.
The event was the second International 
Union of Pure and Applied Chemistry 
symposium on this topic. The first was held 
in 2001 in South Korea, and organizers 
intend to continue holding the symposium 
every three years.
Chemistry Professor Ed Rosenberg, an 
organizer of the event, says UM garnered 
international exposure for its research.
University adds 
more lab space
To help alleviate a shortage of laboratory 
space for UM's surging research efforts, 
the University opened a new science 
building in August.
The BioResearch Building, located on 
the south end of campus near the Health 
Sciences Building, gives UM an additional 
10,200 square feet of lab space. The 
building houses biological sciences and 
forestry researchers.
The annex includes a basement and main 
floor and costs about $2 million. The build­
ing was designed with expansion in mind, 
and administrators and faculty members 
hope to garner National Institutes of Health 
funding to build a second and third floor.
IWICK tflflKS
Researchers attract 
record funding
UM researchers brought in more 
than $65.7 million in external grants 
and contracts for another record­
setting year in 2004. The top five 
individual grant recipients were 
Andrij Holian, Center for 
Environmental Health Sciences, 
School of Pharmacy and Allied 
Health Sciences, $5,058,691; LLoyd 
Queen, School of Forestry and 
Conservation, $4,080,857; Charles 
Thompson, Biomedical and 
Pharmaceutical Sciences, School of 
Pharmacy and Allied Health 
Sciences, $3,602,133; Richard van 
den Pol, Division of Educational 
Research and Service, $3,119,347; 
and Stephen Black, Biomedical and 
Pharmaceutical Sciences, School of 
Pharmacy and Allied Health 
Sciences, $2,544,361 (see related 
story on page 8).
Research funding continues to 
increase each year at UM. In 1994, 
researchers brought in slightly 
more than $20 million. President 
George Dennison has challenged 
the faculty to push the new grant 
award total to more than $70 
million for fiscal year 2005.
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UM  researchers
Eremote ‘economic teracy’
Economic literacy —  understanding 
how local, national, and global economies 
work and are linked —  is an effective 
tool for making realistic and profitable 
business decisions.
Individuals who have a solid grasp of 
economic principles better understand the 
forces that significantly affect the quality 
of their lives.
During the 29th Annual Montana 
Economic Outlook Seminars, researchers 
discussed economic education and the 
important role Montana businesses play in 
fulfilling this mission. In addition, the seminar 
featured national, state and local economic 
outlooks, as well as forecasts for specific 
Montana industries. The seminar, presented 
by UM's Bureau of Business and Economic 
Research and First Interstate Bank, toured 
seven Montana cities.
University brings 
brain science to 
junior high students
UM celebrated Brain Awareness Week 
last spring with visits to three 
classes at Washington 
Middle School in Missoula.
Two technicians working at 
UM neuroscience labs, Alicia 
Awes and Erin O'Brien, as 
well as undergraduate stu­
dent Lisa Woods, visited 
Theresa Toller's eighth-grade 
science classes. The UM 
representatives discussed 
brain anatomy and function 
and led a hands-on activity to 
build a model brain cell. They also had 
sheep brains for interested students to 
handle and examine.
The visits were sponsored by UM's 
Center for Structural and Functional 
Neuroscience, which is part of the 
National Institutes of Health and the
M ontana joins 
northern states in  
bid for Internet 2 
connection
Currently, if a researcher at UM sends 
electronic data to a colleague at North 
Dakota State University in Fargo, that 
data must first travel to Seattle, Denver, 
Kansas City, Indianapolis, Chicago and 
Minneapolis. It's certainly not the 
most efficient way to get from Missoula 
to Fargo, but right now it's the only way.
Since the Internet's beginnings 
as a computer network between 
educational and governmental organi­
zations, it has evolved into a very busy 
public and commercial enterprise 
with subsequent bandwidth strains. In 
recent years, a nonprofit consortium 
called Internet has been developing 
the next generation of networking 
between universities and research 
institutions. Data on Internet runs 
via high-tech fiber-optic cables —  
what the geeks call "big pipes" —  
connecting major cities much like 
interstate highways.
The only problem is, looking at a 
map of Internet2 reveals a conspicuous 
lack of "pipes" in the northwestern 
and northcentral United States. To
Illustration by Byron Pickering
Centers for Biomedical Research Excellence. 
Thanks to a federal NIH grant, UM 
researchers are working to understand brain 
damage that can lead to disability and mental 
illness. This knowledge will allow scientists to 
develop better treatments.
remedy that, Montana has joined 
seven other states in forming the 
Northern Tier Network Consortium. 
The NTNC is seeking funding to build 
an Internet2 connection along the 
1-90/1-94 corridor between Seattle, 
Minneapolis and Madison, Wis.
"We're hoping to get a big grant," 
says Ray Ford, UM associate vice 
president for information technology 
and secretary of the NTNC executive 
committee. "It would support a wide 
range of new opportunities in research 
and instruction, as well as spur 
economic development across a 
region that needs it."
Ford explains that a northern 
Internet2 connection would allow 
organizations to more easily share 
large amounts of information and even 
expensive, specialized research equip­
ment with Web interfaces -  for exam­
ple, mass spectrometers or DNA 
sequencing devices. With universities 
functioning as "anchor tenants" along 
the route, other businesses would be 
attracted by the greater bandwidth 
availability.
"This fiber goes through Wibaux," 
Ford says. "It's a snowball effect. 
Clean, high-tech industries — the kind 
people want — require bandwidth."
More information about the 
Northern Tier Network Consortium is 
online at http://www.ntnc.org. Details 
about Internet2 can be found at 
http://www.internet2.edu.
— Patia Stephens
Oops -  better give 
credit where irs due
This painting of Glacial Lake Missoula, 
which shows an ancient view of the 
Mission Valley looking east toward the 
Mission Mountains, was used in last year's 
Vision magazine, but we failed to credit 
Oregon artist Byron Pickering. Our apologies, 
Byron, and we hope our readers will view 
more of your stunning seascape paintings at 
http://www.pickeringstudio.com.
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school on thenh arn̂ acy grow
UM's School of Pharmacy
and A llied  H ea lth  S c ien ces  is exp erien c in g  m eteo ric  
grow th . Th e  school w as  th e  top  un it fo r U n ive rs ity  
research  in 2 0 0 3 , bring ing  in $ 1 1  m illio n . T h a t 
to ta l ranked  th e  school seventh  in th e  nation  
am ong 9 0  p h a rm ac y  institu tions fo r earn in g  
research  do llars .
T h a t’s a  big change fro m  1 6  y e a rs  ago  
w h en  D ean  D ave  Forbes firs t took th e  re ins  
at the  school. B ack then  p h a rm ac y  had  
essen tia lly  zero  resea rc h  funding , housed  
1 2  facu lty  m em b ers  and w a s  in d an g er of 
losing its accred ita tio n . Th e  school now  
has 3 2  te n u re -lin e  facu lty  and 1 3  research  
facu lty  and has  becom e an  in te rn ationa l 
le a d e r in b io m ed ica l resea rc h . In add ition , 
student enrollm ent has jum ped from  9 0  to 275 .
The school a lso  has a  n e w  h o m e , th e  Skaggs  
Building, w h ich  it m oved into  in J a n u a ry  1 9 9 9 .
Th e  school a lre a d y  has outgrow n S kaggs, and a  
5 9 ,0 0 0 -s q u a re -fo o t bu ild ing add ition  is p lanned . 
P h arm a cy  a lso  has added  s ix  n ew  d eg re es  p ro ­
g ram s since 1 9 9 6  -  w ith  p lans fo r m o re  -  as  w e ll as  
severa l n ew  sc ien tific  cen ters  and institu tes. Surg ing  
research  even  prom pted  ad m in is tra to rs  to  add “ b iom ed­
ic a l” to  the  n am e of th e  school’s D e p artm en t of 
P h arm aceu tica l Sc iences.
The ph arm acy  school is an exc iting  p lace  th ese  days, w ith  n ew  d iscoveries  
hiding behind e v e ry  lab  door. Turn the  page to  sam p le  som e of the  cu tting -ed ge  
science being exp lored  by the  school and its partners .
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This leads us to the heart of our 
story, which is hall monitors and the UM 
scientists who study them in a pharmacy 
school research center headed by Bridges.
Which vending machines do the 
students go to, and anyway, how many 
students can the hallway tolerate at 
the same time? That's the job of the 
transporters. Glutamate molecules in the 
hallway are sending chemical signals 
that are stimulatory (as opposed to 
inhibitory). Unregulated by transporters 
(no hall monitors), these excitatory 
signaling molecules (hungry students) 
can lead to seizures (frenzy and chaos in 
the hallway, clogged vending machines), 
which cause irreparable harm.
On the other hand, if the transporters
over-regulate the 
glutamate molecules in the 
hallway —  meaning communication 
between nerve cells is shut down and 
the system fails —  then the body can 
fall into a coma. Or develop Alzheimer's 
disease. Or Lou Gehrig's.
Not much is known about transporters 
—  yet —  but much of what is known is 
because of the work of Rich Bridges and 
colleagues in pharmacy's Department of 
Biomedical and Pharmaceutical Sciences, 
plus faculty in other departments 
working collaboratively in the Center for 
Structural and Functional Neuroscience.
In scientific research, as in other 
disciplines, the discovery process is
6 VISION 2004
You're looking straight down on a 
cut-away view of a high school. The 
roof's gone. You focus on several 
classrooms full of students and a 
hallway just outside those classrooms, 
which houses a bank of coin-operated 
soft drink and snack machines. 
Somewhere in the shadows of the hall, 
mysterious figures lurk. Hall monitors.
Now you're in one of the classrooms 
—  chemistry, say —  taking a test. Your 
stomach rumbles, sends you a signal: 
munchies! Slurpies! You sneak out of 
the room with a handful of change and 
visit two or three machines. Yum. But 
there's a tap on your shoulder, an 
"ahem," and a hall monitor escorts 
you back to your room. Bummer. 
Although you weren't chewing or sipping 
very loudly, the hallway is quiet again. 
Stability and order prevail.
To UM Professor Rich Bridges, the 
"hall monitors" in our little analogy 
represent glutamate transporter proteins 
embedded in the membranes of nerve 
cells, which represent the "classrooms."
Now imagine two variations of this 
story: First, 75 "students" (glutamate 
molecules Bridges studies) get signals 
from their stomachs and converge on 
the vending machines all at once. (The 
signals are hunger and thirst; the vending 
machines represent cell receptors.) The 
energy in the hall goes through the roof 
and so does the noise. Alarmingly, the 
hall monitors are all on a break at the 
same time, and frenzy leads to chaos. 
Suddenly, the hall monitors return and 
leap into action —  about 10 of them —
and smoothly (if you can believe it) usher 
almost everyone back across the hall 
into their classrooms. A few students, 
chosen at random, are allowed to 
remain, munching and slurping 
quietly. Chaos and frenzy subside; 
stability and order prevail.
Second variation: All 75 
students have stomachs 
rumbling with hunger and thirst.
They storm into the hall, eager 
to connect with the food and 
drink machines —  but watch out! 
Suddenly 150 hall monitors swoop 
down on the students and shove 
them back into their classrooms, 
whoosh! The hallway goes still.
Cobwebs develop, and the vending 
machines go comatose from inactivity. 
Systems have stopped. We now have the 
stability and order of a graveyard.
A  glutamate molecule 
found in tlie^brain^x^
B i b  n u n  m  
I H v ! n i u H
H M f m l
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Brain studies m a y  c o m b a t c e n t r w  
n e rvo u s syste m  diseases
evolutionary and often indirect. As a 
researcher, once you understand nerve 
cells you can move on to signaling 
molecules, and then to receptors 
and transporters.
A decade or so ago, doing interdisci­
plinary post-doctoral work at a medical 
school in California, Bridges created a 
drug molecule that looked like glutamate 
but wasn't. It failed to activate any 
receptors. Hmmm. Peeking under the 
hood, Bridges discovered that his 
molecule made it possible to 
significantly identify and 
study glutamate transporters 
more effectively than 
had been done before. 
Indirect discovery, 
yes, but ''bingo!" 
nonetheless.
Since then, 
numerous studies 
and labs around the 
country have used 
the first generation of 
compounds to study 
transporters, but the 
UM scientists —  both 
faculty and students —  
are still pretty much on 
the cutting edge of basic 
research in this area. They have 
developed new compounds to 
study transporters and are applying 
new technologies —  such as chemistry's 
John Gerdes with molecular modeling 
and Sandy Ross with laser spectroscopy.
These things take time, of course, and 
Bridges says, "We're still making original 
scratches on the tablet. We're still identi­
fying new proteins, new transporters."
Clinical trials for drugs that have yet 
to be developed are still a few years 
away. "We're at the most fundamental 
level," he says.
Why do biomedical research at a 
university that has no medical school? 
Well, says Bridges, medical schools don't 
have physics or chemistry departments 
or computer science people —  but UM 
does. And the National Institutes of Health 
agrees that the involvement of many 
university-based academic departments
in transporter research is important. A 
decade ago grants to the pharmacy 
school totaled $250,000. Current 
funding tops $10 million.
Who benefits from all this, 
and how? First, the University 
community. Four years ago 
Montana was awarded a 
grant by NIH to establish 
the Center for Biomedical 
Research and Excellence.
It began with six faculty
—  four at UM, one 
at Montana State 
University-Bozeman and 
one in Great Falls at the 
McLaughlin Research 
Institute. In the past 
two years this faculty 
has grown to 19.
A decade ago, the pharmacy 
school had no doctoral programs.
It now offers three, including one in 
neuroscience that will accept its first 
students this fall. The school now has 40 
graduate students, new courses coming 
online ("All the research faculty is 
committed to undergraduate education, 
as well as graduate," says Bridges) 
and substantial funding to support 
undergraduates working summers in all 
the neuroscience labs.
Then there's the wider Missoula 
community, which benefits from new 
drugs and clinical trials at St. Patrick 
Hospital's two research centers —  the 
International Heart Institute of Montana 
and the Montana Neuroscience Institute 
Foundation. Bridges says that while 
St. Pat's is not a teaching hospital, it 
nevertheless has the vision to see the 
importance of research and its potential 
impact on patients.
Beyond that, there's the national and 
global community of scientists working 
at the most basic levels of research —  
on glutamate transporters, for example
—  to discover ways of making neuro­
communication more efficient.
Ultimately, increased efficiency can 
soften or even partly override the disease 
processes in the central nervous system 
that become known as Alzheimer's,
UM  scientist Rich Bridges (front) 
confers with lab tech Fred Rhoderick.
ALS, depression or Parkinson's.
Bridges says it's all about balance. 
We want hungry and thirsty students in 
the hallway, but not too many at once. 
We want vending machines doing their 
job but not burning up. We want hall 
monitors working as gatekeepers to all 
the vending machine options, and also 
working as hallway custodians. If the 
balance in the central nervous system 
breaks down, drug therapies can help 
improve efficiency and restore balance, 
at least to a degree.
And just how many hall monitors does 
it take to keep things running well? Good 
question. UM scientists are on the case.
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I For more information, e-mail 
[ rich.bridges@umontana.edu.
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and STEVE KRUTEK
pathways 
H w l i f e
N e w  l a b  t a c k l e s  v a s c u l a r  d i s e a s e s
A major research
laboratory th a t delves into the  
mysteries of blood vessels and 
the diseases th a t ravage them  has 
opened in M issoula’s St. Patrick  
Hospital and Health Sciences Center.
The new  V ascu lar Biology  
Laboratory is a  jo in t e ffo rt  of 
the  hosp ita l’s In te rn a tio n a l H e art 
In s titu te  of M o n tan a  and U M ’s 
School of Pharm acy and A llied  
H ealth  Sciences.
“This is a real success story, in 
terms of collaboration,” says Vernon 
Grund, chair of the pharmacy 
school’s Departm ent of Biomedical 
and Pharm aceutical Sciences. “ We 
really had to be com m itted -  both 
the hospital and UM —  to pull this off.”
Grund says recruiting scientist 
Steve Black was key to bringing the  
cutting-edge lab and its roughly 20  
high-paying jobs to M issoula.
Black, the new lab ’s 39-year-o ld  
director, grew up in the tiny village  
of Cardenden, Scotland. He joined  
the UM facu lty  last year, bringing no 
less than five prestigious research  
grants from the National Institutes  
of Health. The grants w ill to ta l about 
$5 million over the next five years.
“ He has more NIH grants than  
anyone else on cam pus,” Grund 
says. “ It  was a real coup getting
him to come here.”
B lack’s grants w ill boost U M ’s 
already surging pharm acy school, 
which before he arrived was ranked  
seventh out of 9 0  pharm acy schools 
nationwide for garnering biom edical 
research funding —  ahead of such 
prestigious institutions as the  
University of Utah, the University 
of Southern Californ ia and the  
University of M ichigan.
Black cam e to UM from  
Northwestern University in Chicago, 
where he served as research d irec­
tor in the m edical school’s Division 
of Neonatology. Before th a t he was 
a postdoctoral researcher and 
assistant professor a t the University 
of Californ ia, San Francisco. He 
obtained his doctoral degree in 
m olecular pharmacology from the  
University of Edinburgh, Scotland, 
in 199 0 .
Grund says it ’s fortunate the  
hospital agreed to provide Black  
with 2 ,6 0 0  square fee t of laboratory  
space because the pharm acy labs 
and learning centers on campus are  
fu ll. The pharm acy school -  the  
top unit a t UM for earning funded  
research — currently is raising 
money for a  m uch-needed 5 9 ,0 0 0 -  
square-foot addition to its 
Skaggs Building.
The Vascular Biology Laboratory
cost about $400,000 to outfit.
Grund says UM only had about half 
the money needed to proceed with 
the project, so the hospital agreed 
to loan the University the remainder 
to get the lab under way.
“This took a lot of work from 
the hospital’s International Heart 
Institute on their end and UM on 
this end,” he says, “ but this 
collaborative effort is going to be 
something we can be really proud of.”
Black says the lab delves into 
the inner workings of blood vessels, 
with the ultimate goal of combating 
health problems such as high blood 
pressure, atherosclerosis, heart 
disease, stroke, diabetes, cancer 
and other blood-system ailments.
“We are really pushing the 
envelope in terms of what is known 
about vascular biology and heart 
disease,” Black says. “Our grants 
come from the National Institutes of 
Health, so our goal is to try to bring 
health benefits to Montana and the 
United States. We want to build a 
powerful vascular institute that 
really puts Missoula on the map.” j
Black studies blood vessels at 
the cellular level. He examines 
the interactions of the various 
substances made by cells to 
regulate one another —  things like 
nitric oxide, which makes blood
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vessels bigger, and endothelin, 
which makes them  smaller.
M ost people th ink oxygen is 
always good, but B lack says it ’s 
horrible when it gets loose in the  
body. One of his m ain interests is 
how increased oxidative stress 
promotes cellu lar and m olecular 
changes in vascular tissue, 
altering interactions between  
blood-vessel cells.
He also studies the m echanical 
forces in blood vessels, such as the  
drag of blood as it flows through 
veins, arteries and cap illaries. The 
range of his research is extrem ely  
broad, but it includes topics such as 
the protective e ffec t of estrogen in 
regard to  heart disease, the fe ta l-  
to-newborn transition th a t allows  
babies to s tart breathing, vascular 
cell growth factors and receptors, 
and angiogenesis — the development 
of new blood vessels.
Black says he is excited to be 
part of the hospital’s International 
Heart Institute, where he’ll work with 
world-class clinicians like Dr. Carlos 
Duran, inventor of the “Duran ring” 
used around the globe to repair
heart valves. Duran is the heart 
in s t itu te ’s p res id en t and  CEO.
“ Clinicians are d ifferent than  
scientists because they are always  
thinking about the im plications  
with their patients of w hat we are  
doing,” B lack says. “W e should have 
a good g ive-and -take , and Carlos 
and I have already outlined  
a grant proposal we would like to 
pursue together.”
Black says his fac ility  probably 
won’t  be fully functional until the  
end of this year, but it already  
includes offices, several individual 
labs and equipment in various 
___________ stages of read i­
ness. One m achine  
he is especially  
excited about is 
a $ 1 2 0 ,0 0 0  
microscope, which 
is fu lly  motorized 
and environmen­
ta lly  controlled. 
The m icroscope  
actually  grows the  
cells inside itself 
that researchers  
intend to view. 
Black holds 
the position of 
associate professor of m olecular 
pharmacology a t UM , and he teach­
es M ontana pharmacy students. But 
his true love is being a researcher on 
the cutting-edge of knowledge. 
“ Being in the lab is the weirdest
thing in the w orld,” Black says. “ It 
can be tough 9 0  percent of the tim e  
because w hat you’re doing doesn’t 
work. But there ’s th a t other 10  
percent where you know you’ve done 
something nobody has ever done 
before — learned something no one 
has ever learned. You just can ’t 
buy th a t fee ling .”
The new Vascular Biology Lab 
employs many students, such as 
Lori Dorward pictured above.
For m ore information, e-m ail 
stephen.b lack@ um ontana.edu.
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.When DavePoulsen was a student at
Brigham Young University, the concept 
of gene therapy —  sticking a gene into 
someone to cure a disease —  was 
science fiction, the Holy Grail of 
molecular biology.
Now a mere 20 years later, Poulsen, 
a UM research assistant professor, gets 
to play with that particular Holy Grail 
every day at work. And the results of 
his quest could improve the lives of 
people suffering from hearing loss, 
cancer pain, even epileptic seizures.
Poulsen, a molecular biologist, has 
directed the Montana Neuroscience 
Institute since 1997. A collaboration 
between UM and Missoula's St. 
Patrick Hospital, the institute is 
designed to bridge the gap between 
pure research and clinical medicine
to help those afflicted with diseases 
of the nervous system.
"I think most people who do this 
type of work are adrenaline junkies," 
he says. "It's a fix to be able to solve 
problems. Plus, I feel that what I'm 
doing has meaning in the real world 
and has the potential to improve the 
quality of people's lives."
So how do you introduce a gene
that cures disease? Poulsen says his 
lab generally uses a benign bug called 
Adeno-Associated Virus as a mule to 
transport genetic code to a particular 
part of the body. The virus is injected 
and then spreads the required genetic 
code to areas that need fixing.
He says regular adeno virus causes 
colds, but Adeno-Associated Virus 
is defective and doesn't cause any 
symptoms. And 80 percent of the 
world's population has AAV floating 
around inside them by the time they are 
10 years old, so the virus makes a good 
nonpathogenic tool for gene therapy.
Using complex laboratory techniques, 
Poulsen's crew guts out 96 percent of 
the genetic material in AAV. Then 
researchers create circular strands of 
DNA called plasmids that can be 
custom-designed with the necessary 
genetic material to combat a particular 
disease or condition. 
This material is then 
stuffed inside AAV 
before the virus is 
introduced to an area 
of cells afflicted by 
some malady.
Poulsen says, "Think 
of a virus as being a 
tennis ball. The fuzzy 
yellow is a protein 
coat, and the inside is full 
of DNA. So we use the viruses like a 
mule for transportation. And a mule is a 
perfect example because these things 
are sterile. The viruses go into a cell, 
but they don't replicate."
Once the "mule" trots into a cell, the 
genetic code it carries hopefully will 
reprogram the cell to do something 
new. As an example, Poulsen's group is 
trying to grow hair cells in the inner
ear, which could help improve hearing
Hair cells are located in a snail­
shaped ear organ called the cochlea. 
When sound waves hit these cells, they 
move, translating that motion to neu­
rons that feed the brain. That1 s how we 
hear. But the cells are fragile, and peo­
ple on average lose 1 percent of their 
hair cells per year as they age. For 
some reason birds and reptiles can 
regrow hair cells, but mammals cannot.
Poulsen's goal is to deliver a gene to 
cells right next to hair cells in the inner 
ear and coax them to transform into 
healthy hair cells. These cells must 
be arranged in a proper, highly-defined 
structure for hearing to work. In 
extremely preliminary tests, his lab 
has reprogrammed cells to become hair 
cells in tissue culture, and Poulsen 
hopes to test the procedure on animals 
in coming years.
If the animal model works, the pro­
cedure would move to clinical trials on 
humans. Poulsen says he is working 
on a gene therapy procedure for the 
ear with St. Patrick Hospital surgeon 
Peter VonDoersten, who performs 
cochlear implants.
"But in our procedure, instead of 
inserting a prosthetic device, we 
would just inject a virus (into the inner 
ear)," Poulsen says.
A major stumbling block remains, 
however. Right now when the 
scientists grow hair cells in the lab, 
they appear in random order. Poulsen 
says they need to figure out a way 
to get the cells aligned in the proper 
sequence and attached to neurons in 
order for hearing to be restored.
"But the potential is there," he says.
Another project the neuroscience 
institute has tackled involves treatment
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for bone cancer pain. Currently when 
someone has bone cancer, surgeons 
often implant a morphine pump into 
the brain or spine of a patient to 
block the extreme pain. Many patients 
don't respond well to morphine and 
its side effects.
Poulsen envisions a procedure 
where gene therapy is used to encode 
a localized part of the body —  such as 
the spine or a femur —  to over-express 
opiate peptides, which are the body's 
natural pain killers. (Morphine was 
designed to mimic them.)
The institute already does gene 
therapy injections into the spinal cords 
of rats, causing an over-expression of 
opiate peptides, and the institute can 
create bone cancer tumors in rats.
But how do you tell whether you're 
alleviating a rat's pain?
"We actually put them in this small 
Plexiglas chute, where they have both 
hind feet on separate little scales," 
Poulsen says. "A normal rat w ill
distribute the weight on 
its feet evenly. So what 
w e measure is the 
difference in we ight 
distribution between the 
right and left. If you have 
a bone tumor developing, 
and they never shift their weight, then 
you know you are blocking the pain. I 
think th is is a good way of testing 
pain w ithout actually poking 
the rat. It's the most humane model 
I've been able to find."
If all this isn't enough, the neuro­
science institute and its campus 
partners also study excitotoxicity 
—  the overstimulation and death of 
neurons caused by maladies such as 
stroke and brain and spinal cord 
trauma. Excitotoxicity also causes 
epileptic seizures.
Poulsen says neurons communicate 
w ith  each other using compounds such 
as glutamate, which gives a stimulating 
signal, and gamma-amino butyric
acid (GABA), 
which 
provides an 
inhibiting 
signal. After 
a stroke 
or before an 
epileptic seizure, too much glutamate 
has been released, which could lead 
to excitotoxicity.
UM researchers are trying to gain a 
basic understanding of how neurons 
communicate via chemicals. This could 
lead to a gene therapy that drives GABA 
production in the brain, which could 
reduce glutamate and help prevent 
seizures —  especially for epileptics who 
don't respond to regular medications.
Though gene therapy is still experi­
mental, its medical applications appear 
almost limitless. Meanwhile, Poulsen 
says he enjoys the challenge of trying 
to turn w hat he once considered 
science fiction into science fact.
For more information, e-mail 
david.poulsen@ umontana.edu.
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aids UM research
A view of a crystallized 
protein —  resembling a 
vast, multicolored Erector 
set —  rotates in three 
dimensions on a computer 
screen. To David Holley, 
the graduate student 
creating the image, the 
protein seems to emerge 
from the screen. You see, 
Holley is wearing 3-D 
glasses to help him better 
visualize the detailed 
structure of the protein. 
As he works, Holley uses 
deft mouse strokes to 
dock drug molecules into 
the protein, in order to 
understand how the 
structures fit together.
Such stunning scientific imagery is 
made possible by UM's Molecular 
Computational Core Facility, a scientific 
computing environment. Started in 
2001 and located in the basement of 
the Davidson Honors College building, 
MCCF is a resource for computational 
and visual experimentation used by 
UM chemistry, pharmacy and biology 
researchers, among others.
"I think this facility is very unique for 
a university the size of UM," says 
MCCF director John Gerdes. "We serve 
as a locus for useful, contemporary 
digital scientific technology to generate 
models and as a resource for diverse 
expertise to help our researchers —  
particularly those dealing with molecu­
lar computational issues."
Gerdes says about 25 investigators 
now use the computing facility. Their 
projects range from modeling how drugs 
bind to proteins to studying the HIV 
envelope protein to visualizing surfaces 
of tiny ligated organometallic clusters, 
which someday may assist in the 
reclamation of polluted mining sites.
Gerdes and his indispensable system 
administrator Rohn Wood say 
researchers may access the MCCF 
from the comfort of their own offices 
or labs. Up to 40 people could use the
system at once, if they all needed 
equal amounts of computing power.
But projects often require a great 
deal of system resources, so usually 
they are set up in a queue for the 
supercomputer to tackle individually 
or a few at a time.
Gerdes says having a high-tech 
infrastructure available for UM 
researchers is a cost-effective way 
to drive a portion of UM's biomedical 
research. The facility also brings 
together scientists from different 
units, encouraging interdisciplinary 
collaborations and investigations.
Gerdes says, "It's my view that this 
facility offers an opportunity to change 
our campus culture a bit —  to use 
computational studies to drive different 
scientific experiments and hypotheses."
MCCF imaging capabilities for 
viewing molecular models have the 
ability to make the abstract real,
Gerdes says. University researchers 
often work at the atomic level with 
proteins and smaller molecules, but the 
ability to create 3-D models of their 
work and to actually move through 
these constructs via computer —  to 
see how the proteins and other drugs 
work in a more concrete way —  may 
lead to a better understanding of protein
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structure as related to its function.
UM's investment in the facility 
already is paying dividends. Gerdes 
says the computational power and 
custom software diversity his facility 
provides already has led to several 
funded proposals to various investiga­
tors. In other words: Build the facility, 
perform initial computational analyses 
and the grants w ill come.
MCCF is one of 10 facilities in UM's 
Center for Structural and Functional 
Neuroscience, which is funded by the 
National Institutes of Health as a 
Center for Biomedical and Research 
Excellence. Initial funding for MCCF 
came from a variety of sources, 
including the NIH COBRE award for the
CSFN and the National Science 
Foundation's Experimental Program to 
Stimulate Competitive Research.
In 2002, CSFN Director Rich Bridges 
was the principal investigator for a 
supplemental grant that enhanced 
the facility w ith  items such as 
additional hardware, software, 
and a new supercomputer 
and a server room.
"We've really had 
the opportunity to grow 
our technology and 
expertise here," Gerdes j  
says, "and I think the 
investigators using the 
MCCF are making 
the most of it."
or more information, e-mail 
ihn.gerdes@ um ontana.edu.
John Gerdes, director of UM's 
Computational Core Facility
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Reel, a wildlife educator with the Lolo 
National Forest. Reel led the tour with 
her husband, UM biology Professor Dick 
Hutto, and Karen Short, a recent UM 
biology doctoral graduate with an 
emphasis on fire ecology.
Hutto elicits laughs from the group 
when he says, "We tend to think things 
were perfect when we were born, and 
they should stay that way.
'The world is dynamic, and we tend 
to want it static," he continues. "But 
animals and plants have evolved not just 
to deal with these things, but to depend 
on them."
Chipping sparrow. 
Ruby-crowned Kinglet. 
Dark-eyed Junco.
D u r in g  th e  h o t ,  d r y  
sum m er of 2 0 0 3 ,  lig h tn in g  
spa rk e d  a  sm all b la ze  on  
the n o rth  side of Black  
M o u n ta in 's  O 'B r ie n  C reek. 
W ild fire s  w e re  ra m p a n t  
in w estern  M o n ta n a , and  
firefighters  a lre a d y  had  
th e ir hands full e lse w h e re .
But then, on Saturday, Aug. 16, winds 
unexpectedly kicked the Black Mountain 
Fire into high gear. In one afternoon, the 
fire grew from 1,450 acres to 7,316, 
spreading to nearby Blue Mountain. The 
flames, some 300 feet tall, menaced 
more than 650 homes nestled among the 
wooded ridgelines, slopes and draws 
overlooking Missoula.
When the firestorm calmed a day later, 
two homes had been destroyed, but all of
the area's residents and firefighters lived 
to tell the tale. Missoulians suffered 
through a thick haze of smoke for several 
weeks until firefighting efforts and Sep­
tember rains finally extinguished the fires.
Ponderosa pine. 
Douglas fir. Western larch.
Those of us raised on Smokey the Bear 
posters and Disney movies might expect 
Black Mountain to be a lifeless wasteland 
for years to come. We'd be wrong.
In May, the Montana Natural History 
Center, in affiliation with UM, led a field 
trip to Black Mountain to study the fire's 
aftereffects. Twenty participants gathered 
at Fort Missoula for the Saturday morning 
event, one of the center's Discovery Days.
"What we want to do is go up to the 
burn and look at the ecological benefits 
that counterbalance the negative effects, 
like not being able to breathe," says Sue
Shooting stars. Glacier 
lily . Calypso orchid.
At the trailhead, Hutto passes around a 
"tree cookie" —  a round log slice whose rings 
are interrupted by an old burn scar —  and 
tells us such cookies reveal that
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L©ft: A  V63r after a devastating fire, wildflowers fill an ashen meadow.
historically, fires burned Montana forests 
an average of every 12 years. Decades of 
fire suppression have resulted in a thick 
build-up of undergrowth, which, when 
combined with drought conditions, can 
lead to the sort of inferno that raged over 
Black Mountain.
But even burned, Black Mountain is 
hardly black. Despite charred trees and 
the emptied forest floor, everywhere green 
shoots burst through ashen soil. Birdsong 
fills the air and sunshine dapples through 
the un-burned forest canopy. Clusters of 
purple and yellow wildflowers dot the sides 
of the trail.
'There is life out here," says Hutto, an 
ornithologist who directs UM's new 
Avian Science Center. "This is not a 
biological desert."
Pine siskin. Yellow rump. 
Hammond's flycatcher.
Indeed, Hutto and Reel busily point out 
living things to the group.
'There's a whole suite of species that 
depend on fire," Reel says. "For example, 
the fire morel, which is the mushroom that 
everyone loves."
Indeed, in early summer the Missoula 
Farmer's Market boasts a bumper crop of 
morels, whose spores are spread by fire. 
Residents feast on the earthy mushrooms 
sauteed in butter and garlic, and pickers 
profit from selling them to upscale, out-of- 
state restaurants and markets.
Reel gives another example: "The black- 
backed woodpecker, which camouflages 
against burned trees and eats the beetles 
in the trees. It's dependent on fires, so if 
we didn't have them, we wouldn't have the 
black-backed woodpecker."
Hutto excitedly agrees. "Most of these 
birds have just come back from Mexico," 
he says. 'They see this, and they're think­
ing, "Wow, this is awesome. I'm going to 
have more food."
Reel, the voice of reason, says, "I don't 
think they think that, honey."
Hutto's enthusiasm has earned him a 
reputation. Later our group steps aside on 
the trail for a pair of passing hikers. One of 
the hikers turns to his companion and says, 
"That was the bird man."
Robin. Solitary vireo. 
Western tanager.
Members of the group —  many of them 
avid birdwatchers with binoculars slung 
around their necks —  thrill to see a pair of 
three-toed woodpeckers digging a nest in a 
burned tree.
When a mountain bluebird flits by and 
lands on a nearby branch for a moment, the 
group erupts in cooing sounds.
"That was worth the whole morning, to 
see that bluebird," says a silver-haired 
woman in blue fleece.
At UM, Hutto has joined together with six 
other faculty members to form the Avian 
Science Center, which is devoted to bird 
research, monitoring and education. The 
center has a twofold mission: service-ori­
ented research and monitoring for institu­
tions, and transfer of education to K-12 
schools, politicians, industry and nonprofits.
Birdwatching, Hutto explains, is not just 
a hobby. There's money to be made by com­
petent birdwatchers. Many organizations 
monitor bird species to determine the biolog­
ical effects of various environmental impacts.
"Birds are a fantastic indicator species," 
he says.
Crows. Ravens. 
Townsend's solitaire.
The strangest sights on Black Mountain 
are the pits and tunnels left where tree 
stumps and roots burned away, leaving 
oddly shaped empty spaces in the soil. 
Another aberrance is the green seam of 
trees that runs downhill between two 
blackened slopes. Slopes, our leaders 
explain, are more prone to burning.
Even trees can benefit from fire, Hutto 
and Reel tell us. "Lodgepole pine depends 
on fire to break open its cones and spread 
seeds," Hutto says. "And the more we look 
at larch, the more we realize it's a tree that
thrives in a fire environment."
Reel adds, "Without fire, we have had less 
larch. They need a lot of sunlight to do well."
Downstream, where nutrient-laden runoff 
pulses through watersheds, cottonwood 
trees and other riparian flora also benefit 
from burns. "Cottonwood depends on flood­
ing and scouring," Reel says. "We tend to 
think of runoff as bad, but it has positive 
effects as well."
Serviceberry. Ninebark. 
Oregon grape.
Inevitably, the controversial subject of 
logging in burned forests comes up.
'There aren't many species that are more 
abundant in logged areas," Hutto says. 'The 
value of taking burned trees out is economic. 
I don't know of any ecological benefits.
"We don't know the implications of 
taking them out," he adds. "We don't have 
any studies."
Karen Short — whose doctoral thesis 
focused on the effects of fire on plants, 
insects and birds — discusses the beetles 
whose presence in burned trees are fre- 
qently cited by salvage logging proponents.
"Some beetles do not attack green trees," 
she says. "The big beetles come into trees 
that are already stressed. Others, the little 
bark beetles, do attack live trees. So these 
beetle issues are not cut and dried."
On the positive side, she says, beetles 
provide food for woodpeckers and facilitate 
the turnover of nutrients.
"Fire is just a rapid decay process," Short 
says. "It does the same thing as compost­
ing but very, very fast. There are a lot of 
critters that make a living off dead and 
dying stuff."
Heartleaf arnica. 
Yarrow. Spirea.
So, while Black Mountain may never be 
the same after the fire of 2003, that's not 
necessarily a bad thing.
For more information, e-mail 
hutto@ m so.um t.edu.
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found Nancy Hinman in Washington,
D.C., testifying before the U.S. Senate 
Subcommittee on Science, Technology 
and Space. A controversial meteorite 
from Mars dubbed ALH84001 had been 
found in Antarctic ice, and scientists trum­
peted that it contained fossils of primitive 
bacteria-like creatures — proving once and 
for all that life exists beyond Earth.
Well, not so fast. Hinman, a UM geo­
chemist and NASA-funded expert on the 
remains of ancient microorganisms, was 
part of a group asked 
to give a 
second opinion 
about the Mars 
rock. She testified 
the alleged remains 
might have been 
created by abiotic 
means without life 
being involved. There also was a chance 
the meteorite had been contaminated by 
Earth life after it arrived. In other words, 
Hinman contended, the original results 
were inconclusive.
In fact, she says, ALH84001 had been 
studied with more scrutiny than any 
Earth rock. "It was really good for 
science, actually, because it stirred quite 
a controversy. It made people go back and 
look at what they thought were biological 
signatures right here on Earth."
NASA now has two unmanned rovers 
— Spirit and Opportunity—trekking 
across the Martian dunes taking untold 
thousands of images of sand, craters and 
rocks. But would researchers recognize 
primitive Mars life if it stared them in the 
face? Has the definitive picture proving
Martian life already been snapped and 
nobody noticed?
That's where Hinman and her research 
partners come in. They study life that has 
adapted to some of the most extreme 
conditions on Earth — such as the hot 
pools of Yellowstone National Park. 
Scientists suspect that if life exists 
elsewhere in our solar system — on 
frigid Mars for example — it may 
cluster around similar hot vents.
"We need to study these organisms 
here, so we can recognize them if we 
find them out there," Hinman says.
Think nothing lives 
in boiling water?
Think again. 
Microscopic critters 
called thermophiles 
have adapted to living 
in warm water (even 
your home water 
heater), and boiling hot 
pools are home to hyperthermophiles. 
Over time these things can mold rock, 
leaving a fossil record, and many live 
on heat and chemicals the way most 
creatures need light and oxygen.
"Some eat rock or things like sulfur 
and iron that come right out of the vents," 
Hinman says.
Researchers debate whether life on 
Earth started in hot pools or migrated 
there from other areas. Hinman suspects 
these pools were the first cauldrons of life 
because thermophiles could survive on 
early Earth — a hot, gassy place that 
lacked oxygen. And if thermophiles got 
life going here, maybe they did the same 
on Mars, which researchers suspect was 
much warmer in its infancy.
Hinman has been funded by NASA
since 1991, and recently she 
and four female colleagues from 
neighboring universities landed 
two grants worth $1.7 million to 
study the strange realm of ther­
mophiles and similar tough creatures.
The grants came from NASA's Exobiology 
program, which searches for other life in 
the solar system, other planetary sys­
tems that might support life, the origins 
of life here on Earth and the precursors of 
life — the building blocks needed to get 
living things going.
W ith their first grant, the scientists will 
delve into how organisms are preserved 
in hot spring deposits. Hinman says they 
will study organisms living in the hottest 
pools in Yellowstone and around the 
globe. A trip to study the hot pools of 
Kamchatka, on the remote eastern edge 
of Russia, already is planned.
With the second grant, they will 
study any mineral surface that might be 
populated by microorganisms, not just 
those associated with hot pools. One 
example is desert varnish, in which one 
side of a rock might appear to be a darker 
color because of weathering, but the "var­
nished" discoloration actually is caused by 
a colony of microorganisms. Hinman says 
many Earth rocks, even those billions of 
years old, have been altered by microbes.
"So we are looking at mineral surfaces 
and how microorganisms populate those 
surfaces and what signatures they leave 
behind after they are dead and gone," 
she says.
When her group visits geothermal areas 
in Kamchatka, Hinman's job will be to 
characterize the chemical environment of 
the hot pools. She is particularly interested 
in comparing the pools of Yellowstone
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(Top) Hot pools like this one in Yellowstone National Park 
are home to microscopic heat-loving thermophiles. 
(Right) Far-flung research: Nancy Hinman in Australia 
(Left) Does this meteorite, ALH84001, contain evidence 
of ancient Martian life?
and Kamchatka
because of the differences in chemistry. 
The parent rock in Yellowstone is formed 
from continental crust, and Kamchatka 
has more marine sediment.
"I really study the chemistry and form 
of the deposits in hot springs," Hinman 
says. "And I work with microbiologists, 
chemists and geologists to put together 
the whole picture of what's happening in 
these solutions, what are the conse­
quences to the microorganisms and what 
are the consequences to the rocks that 
form from them."
Hinman and her team will identify the 
creatures living in Kamchatka's hot pools, 
but they also will identify what role the 
microorganisms play in their geothermal 
ecosystem —  whether they survive on 
sunlight, organic matter or chemicals.
No cutting-edge research project would 
be complete without new instrumenta­
tion. Hinman says they are field testing a 
new mobile biofilm unit. A biofilm is a 
community of organisms that populates a 
surface. They grow all around us, coating 
everything from human teeth to hot pool 
surfaces. The unit, which fits on a truck, 
can grow biofilms inside itself. So the 
researchers will be able to sample a 
Kamchatkan hot pool and whisk the 
resulting biofilms home with them.
Another new instrument is 
a laser they will use to 
blast rock surfaces to see 
what sort of minerals and 
elements come off them. 
Hinman says the immobile laser 
fits inside two rooms and is 
located in Idaho Falls, Idaho. The 
whole blasting process is called laser 
desorption mass spectrometry.
Hinman admits her fascination for 
geothermal hot springs is boundless, and 
she even served as Yellowstone National 
Park's geothermal geologist during 2000- 
01 while on leave from UM. She says hot 
pools are an alien environment that may 
offer a glimpse of what life was like on 
primordial Earth.
"For instance, it's likely the 
earliest organisms on Earth 
could not tolerate the pres­
ence of even small amounts 
of oxygen," she says.
Oxygen th a t invades 
hot pools in the form  of 
chemicals such as hydrogen 
peroxide and superoxide can 
cause all sorts of problems.
Hinman says this reactive 
oxygen can cause death or 
DNA damage to hot pool 
creatures, much like free 
radicals that get loose in the 
human body and cause cancer.
But why study all this? Hinman says 
research from Yellowstone's hot pools 
already has yielded the breakthrough of 
DNA fingerprinting. Also, since some 
thermophiles can eat rock, maybe some 
can be found to degrade hydrocarbons, 
leading to better ways to clean oil spills. 
Or if some of these organisms can fight 
buildup of free radicals, maybe they could 
help fight cancer in humans.
"People have to know that we are more
than just curious about where we came 
from or life on other planets," Hinman 
says. "There are a lot of applications we 
can envision, but we don't always know 
where the science will lead us."
Ongoing research can yield fresh 
results. In fact, Hinman says recent 
studies have made the case for life signs 
in ALH84001, the Mars rock, even 
more compelling.
"The rock contains magnetite, a mineral 
found in the brains of whales," she says. 
"Birds have it; insects have it. It’s a 
microbially produced mineral that grows 
in biological systems. It helps these 
animals navigate, to orient themselves." 
Some bacteria also produce this mag­
netite, but they only pro­
duce magnetite that has a 
particular shape and orien­
tation, which happens to 
be the same type of the 
mineral found in the Mars 
rock. Hinman says 
researchers have not been 
able to duplicate 
that particular shape and 
orientation without life 
getting involved.
"This is one piece of 
evidence that continues 
to support the hypothesis 
that Mars fossils really 
are in the rock," she says.
So would Hinman rather 
be going to Mars for her research 
than Kamchatka?
"I always say I don't have enough 
frequent flyer miles to get to Mars yet," 
she laughs, "but I'm working on it."
For more information, e-mail 
nhinman@montanadsl.net.
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Animals use culverts to cross highways ^
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and KERRY FORESMAN
For wary wildlife
used to walking in woods and meandering 
through meadows, a swath of asphalt 
presents a formidable barrier. Cars 
whooshing by can make crossing such 
an obstacle dangerous for both animal 
and driver. Automobile collisions w ith 
large wildlife kill hundreds of people 
and cost millions of dollars in damages 
every year. But a less visible impact, 
for humans at least, is the mortality of 
small animals and the fragmentation of 
their habitat caused by roads.
Montana's rapidly growing 
Bitterroot Valley is currently upgrading 
its main transportation artery from a 
two- to four-lane highway. U.S. High­
way 93 bisects the valley, winding its 
way through wetlands and cutting 
across streams and riparian areas. 
Local concerns about the impact of the 
road expansion on wildlife prompted 
the Montana Department of Transport­
ation to address the issue. The result 
was a three-year partnership w ith  a 
University of Montana biologist and an 
ingenious culvert design that shows a 
lot of promise.
Residents who ride their bikes 
along the path paralleling the highway 
just south of Lolo aren't surprised that 
animals might cross the road in cul­
verts. In fact, the bike trail leads safely 
under the highway 
through a
large culvert. During the expansion of 
the road from Lolo to Florence, many 
small culverts —  about three or four 
feet in diameter and 180 feet long —  
were placed to allow water to flow 
between seasonal wetlands divided by 
the road. MDT put shelves along the 
length of some of these culverts in 
the hope that animals would use the 
platforms to cross even when the 
pipes were half-filled w ith water.
But while people can be guided 
to safe passage, how could the road 
engineers know if animals were using 
the shelves?
To answer that question, MDT 
called on UM biology Professor Kerry 
Foresman, who has spent much of his 
career looking for rare species in 
remote locales. He's an expert in 
remote sensing —  which uses tools 
such as cameras, heat and motion 
detection systems and tracking plates 
—  to find hard-to-locate animals. The 
engineers at MDT asked him if he 
could use his technology to see if 
the shelves were helping animals 
get across the road safely.
In an initial pilot study, Foresman 
found that about the only animals 
using the shelves were deer mice and 
house cats, yet he knew the area was 
home to many species.
To figure out how to improve
the wildlife
crossings, MDT supplied 
Foresman w ith  $180,000 
for a pilot study and then 
a three-year grant. His 
technology would see how 
animals responded to the 
culverts, and his knowledge 
of animal behavior would 
help him suggest improvements.
Foresman and his full-time 
research technician, Jeremy 
Moran, used the project to create 
a unique research methods class 
that included 10 of his top students 
each semester. They spent a full 
day each week collecting field data, 
and applied what they learned about 
animal behavior to improve the 
culvert effectiveness.
Foresman and his students placed 
cameras w ith  heat and motion sen­
sors, set live trap lines in the nearby 
habitat and took data that recorded 
everything from automobile traffic 
patterns to vegetation types around 
the culvert openings. One of the first 
things they learned was that most 
animals had difficulty walking on the 
relatively large-sized mesh used to 
build the shelves.
"If you are a prey species and 
you have to pussyfoot along —  
you're not going to want to go 
on the shelf," says Foresman.
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It's like us trying to run 
along on railroad ties —  you're going 
to face-plant."
Foresman and his team bought black 
plastic material used as bed liner in pickup 
trucks and placed sheets along a shelf. Later, 
they retrieved their film and found proof that 
more species had used the shelf. However, 
engineers didn't like the bed liner because it 
might disrupt water flow when the culverts 
were filled. Foresman found a compromise 
suitable for both animal and engineer by 
using a finer wire mesh small enough that 
animals could run along comfortably but 
water could still pass through.
The researchers captured thousands of 
images of critters such as porcupines, yellow- 
bellied marmots and skunks using the shelves 
when the culverts were partially full of water. 
They photographed a painted turtle plodding 
safely along while traffic zoomed overhead. 
Foresman's equipment even caught sight of 
an elusive fisher crossing westward using 
the culverts to aid its travel toward the 
Bitterroot Mountains.
ill, among the many species captured on 
n using the shelves, there was one 
ley didn't see —  an important prey species 
called a meadow vole. This is a small, timid 
mammal that lurks in tunnels beneath the 
matted grass and vegetation. For the shy 
vole, the biologists theorized, the open 
space of the shelf was just as threaten­
ing as crossing the open road.
In an effort to find a solution for 
the vole, Foresman went to a building 
supply store and bought 180 feet of white 
plastic tubing. His students crawled into 
the culverts and tied the tubing to the bot- 
rm of the shelf. They designed and built ply- 
Dod ramps to funnel willing voles into the 
bes. Since cameras would be useless to 
eument any use of the pipes, they cut flaps 
en halfway through the passageway and 
t sheets of upside-down contact paper 
th soot-covered plates on either side. This 
ay, if an animal walked along, it would get 
its feet dirty and leave prints on the 
sticky paper.
The next day they found hundreds of sets 
of tiny vole tracks left by overnight comuters. 
"What we were able to bring to this was an 
improvement in design backed by real 
research," Foresman says.
He's optimistic about the results so 
far. In three years of working on this stretch 
of road, Foresman has never seen so much as 
a dead raccoon. But where the safety factors 
don't exist, he said he sees dead animals.
The research and technology won't stop 
the impact of roads and increased traffic 
on wildlife, but it's clear that improved designs 
do seem to help mitigate the fragmentation of 
habitat and allow many animals to cross an 
otherwise dangerous or impassible barrier. 
Roscoe Steel, Foresman and MDT worked 
together to incorporate the changes in shelf 
design and the specialized ramps into a 
product that can be easily retrofitted into 
existing culverts.
Construction is under way on the next 
stretch of U.S. Highway 93 between Florence
and Hamilton. The new road will have five o r  
six culverts with shelving and a 10-foot dry 
culvert designed for larger animals to use. 
There also will be two bridges spanning 
creeks with paths beneath them for animals 
and a freestanding bridge that will replace a 
now filled gully. Foresman plans to set up his 
detection equipment to research the effec­
tiveness of the bridges and larger culverts and 
then suggest needed improvements.
Recently, MDT nominated Foresman's 
research and the improvement of the animal 
shelf technology for a citation from the 
American Association of State Highway 
and Transportation Officials. This group 
would champion the shelves to the Federal 
Department of Transportation and to states 
around the country.
"The Montana Department of Trans­
portation, I think, has taken a lead in looking 
at wildlife issues," Foresman says.
Foresman is involved in teaching and 
research on other road projects around the 
state, including wildlife bridges planned in the 
Swan Valley and reconstruction of the 
Thompson River Road —  the latter for which 
he recently was awarded a two-year 
$435,000 grant.
"In such a rapidly developing area, it's 
neat to see that so many species still exist," 
he says.
His work, and that of his students, aims to 
help keep it that way.
For more information, e-mail 
foresm an@ m so.um t.edu.
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Photos clockwise from top: A  UM choir brings the music of Montana to Vienna, student 
Abbigail Cote explores a Viennese museum, UM's Gary Funk directs an Easter concert in Vienna
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Along with |  variety of music classes, 
the Vienna Experience curriculum offers 
students course work in ethics, aesthetics 
and mythology, as well as Vienna history, art 
and architecture.
Students selected for the program spend 
about three weeks in January preparing for 
their immersion into Viennese culture and 
daily life. Funk recommends those wanting to 
go to Vienna have at least a year of German 
under their belts before they embark on the 
three-month stay in Austria.
And members of the Chamber Chorale 
must be prepared for a rigorous schedule 
that includes 18 to 25 concert performances 
in Austria —S a  country with a  rich musi­
cal heritage.
"We have to go there ready and able to 
perform at the musical level the Viennese 
expect," Funk says.
To be accepted into the program, students 
must apply about a year in advance and go 
through a fairly intensive application and 
interview process. Students who want to sing 
in the choir ’while overseas also must take 
part in a  musical audition.
Funk says he is selective about who 
is accepted.
"They must indicate why they want to go,” 
he says. "They must be mature and not just 
want to go because you can drink beer over 
there when you are 15."
Most of the students who take part in the 
Vienna Experience are sophomores and jun­
iors between the ages of 18 to 23- But Funk 
says there have been some nontraditional, or 
older, students who also have participated.
"The original intent was to take students 
to a foreign country to make them better 
musicians," Funk says. "But now it is more 
designed to make students into better people."
G S r e wonders
OF VIENNA
To many, Vienna, with its cobblestone streets, 
breathtaking architecture and rich tradition 
in the arts, is the cultural capital of Europe. 
Once home to luminaries such as Mozart, 
Haydn, Beethoven and Sigmund Freud, 
Vienna (a city of nearly 2 million people) still
offers a vast array of historical, cultural and 
artistic opportunities.
"Students these days are more and more 
influenced by our pop culture," Funk says.
"When you go to Vienna, you're somewhat 
knocked off balance by a culture that's not 
hit so hard by the pop culture movement.
"The city revolves around the spire of high 
culture. You come back with a much higher 
respect for the role the arts play. In Vienna, 
the arts are much more than entertainment"
In 2003 the UM contingent was housed in 
new dormitories constructed on die grounds 
of an 18th century palace adjacent to the 
beautiful Vienna Woods. During the morn­
ings, students used the convenient and highly 
accessible Viennese public transportation 
system to make trips into die city where they 
spent time studying historic structures and in 
museums with original paintings by great 
artists. During the afternoon, students 
attended classes for about three hours at 
a Viennese music school.
While students spend most of the 12-week 
program in Vienna, they also may take a 
spring break trip to Florence and Venice, 
Italy, During their three-month stay in Vienna, 
the group also takes side trips to Budapest, 
Hungary, and Salzburg, Austria.
As for the musical portion of the program, 
Funk says the Chamber Chorale typically 
performs in Viennese venues but also 1
made appearances in Salzburg and Budapest. 
He said UM performers always receive an 
"extremely warm reception" from Europeans.
"We always have to prove ourselves by 
singing the classical music of their culture," 
he says. "The audiences also enjoy hearing us 
sing American folk song
For more information, email fiinkv@mso.umt.edu.
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UM students who make the trek to Vienna 
return with their own memories.
For Todd Bailey, a UM graduate in political 
science from Great Falls, those memories 
include listening to the Vienna Philharmonic 
and spending long mornings in a favorite art 
history museum. He said the Vienna 
Experience is a wonderful opportunity to 
"broaden your own curiosity."
"The program allows you to see what you 
really want to see," Bailey says. "It was 
superb, mostly from the standpoint that I was 
able to develop my own ability to explore." 
Bailey says he would highly recommend the 
program to other students who are not 
interested in a regimented tour format.
"I definitely recommend it to those who 
have a strong sense of individual command," 
Bailey says. "Not just a willingness and ability 
to only follow a group."
Funk says the Vienna Experience should 
be different for every student. But he hopes 
each student who takes part in the pro­
gram is inspired to achieve excellence in 
some capacity.
I  hope when students come back here 
they will ask themselves, 'What am I doing 
with my life?"' Funk says.
He also hopes the participants decide to 
make a commitment to the arts.
"Oftentimes, they really don't understand 
what it takes to be excellent until they witness 
original works of great art or world-class 
musical performances firsthand," Funk says. 
"I hope it really inspires them, and, when 
they come back here, they will want to live 
life more artfully.
"These students will never forget Vienna It 
becomes embedded in them. It is an educa­
tion that is a powerful supplement to that 
which is typically provided UM students. And 
we need to provide more of that in education." 
(Editor's note: The next Vienna Experience is 
slated for spring 2006.)
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UM RESEARCHER 
MICHELE MCGUIRL 
WORKS TO PROTECT 
FOOD SUPPLIES
By JENNIFER SAVAGE 
Photographs by TODD GOODRICH
michele mcguirl calls
the prion protein diseases she studies 
"protein wrecks on the highways of life." j 
Imagine, she says, nerve cells as high­
ways and prion proteins as cars on 
those highways. A car has an accident 
and no one knows why. It rolls over, 
bends and tw ists. It no longer has the 
same shape or the same function. Then 
a second car speeds down the highway 
and doesn't see the wreck ahead. It hits j 
the first car, causing a pileup. In prion 
protein diseases that pileup is called a 
plaque, and iteventually kills nerve 
cells —  typically causing dementia and 
death in mammals.
McGuirl studies the cause of the acci­
dent. She wants to know why a normal 
protein already existing in the cell changes 
its structure and how this causes other 
proteins to do the same, creating illnesses 
such as mad cow disease, scrapie and 
chronic wasting disease.
An assistant professor of biochemistry 
in UM's Division of Biological Sciences, 
McGuirl has just finished the first year of 
a three-year research project funded by 
the U.S. Department of Defense, which is 
charged with keeping the food supply 
safe. The project may lead to more know­
ledge about the structures of prion proteins 
and possibly a field test for the prion
protein disease that poses the most threat 
to human health — mad cow disease.
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McGuirl says this research allows for 
collaboration w ith University and region­
al scientists, as well as mentoring to 
students. It's exactly what she wants to 
be doing.
"The work is rewarding," she says.
"It's nice to be working on a project 
everyone can relate to. Mad cow dis­
ease is of great concern because of the 
scare in England. People want to know 
their water and food supply is safe."
Most infectious diseases are caused 
by viruses, bacteria and parasites invad­
ing a cell. For years scientists looked to 
these outside influences to try to explain 
diseases such as scrapie (a disease 
found in sheep), mad co w  disease 
and Creutzfeldt-Jakob disease (a 
human ailment). They could never 
make a link. They later found that in 
these diseases, the disease-causing 
agent has nothing to do w ith a microor­
ganism invasion. Instead, the disease 
was traced back to a structural change 
in a protein normally found in the brain.
In 1982 researchers discovered 
prion proteins in the brains of sheep 
infected w ith scrapie. Since then, this 
abnormal form of a simple protein has 
become associated with a group of 
related and untreatable diseases. 
McGuirl's research operates around 
this theory, called prion protein theory, 
which suggests that a protein nor­
mally found in the brain changes 
shape, triggering other proteins 
to convert into a deadly form.
McGuirl and her staff produce prion 
proteins in a safe laboratory strain of E. 
coli. When McGuirl's team purifies a pro­
tein, it folds into a natural shape. Then, 
through a chemical process, McGuirl 
and her team are able to mimic the for­
mation of the abnormal infectious shape 
of the protein. Using fluorescent com­
pounds as a way to "paint" parts of the 
substance, McGuirl hopes to figure out 
which parts of the protein report structur­
al changes in the protein shape. She also 
hopes to learn about and model the infec­
tious form of the prion protein.
McGuirl says that like scrapie in 
sheep and chronic wasting disease in elk
and deer, mad cow disease has likely 
been around in small numbers of animals 
for years. She says there are small but 
important differences in the prion pro­
teins of humans, cows, sheep and elk. 
This species barrier protects most mem­
bers of one species from becoming 
infected by a sick animal from another 
species, so it once was common prac­
tice to add sheep byproducts to cattle 
feed.
Then the cattle industry began adding 
cattle rendering byproducts into its feed. 
This breeched the species barrier, and
during the 1980s and 1990s in England, a 
few  sick cows were able to infect nearly 
1 million cattle. This led to the death of 
120 people who ate contaminated beef 
in Britain.
Now, just as scientists have seen 
infections fade in England, a cow in 
Washington state was found with the 
disease in December 2003.
"But the likelihood of infection in the 
U.S. is very low," McGuirl says, "and I 
don't see it as a great danger to humans. 
The rendering process has been changed 
to avoid feeding dangerous animal 
byproducts to cattle."
She also isn't afraid to eat beef but
avoids beef products such as sausage 
that have a higher content of spinal 
material. "Montana is naturally set up to 
produce safe beef because prion disease 
can take years to develop after expo­
sure," she says. "Montana beef is awe­
some because the cattle are range-fed 
most of their lives and young when 
slaughtered, so they are not likely to 
develop the disease."
Originally from Massachusetts, 
McGuirl moved to Montana to help her 
mentor set up a lab when he became a 
professor at Montana State University- 
Bozeman. He encouraged her to return 
to school for her doctorate. McGuirl, 
a single parent, took a little while 
deciding to go back to school. But 
w ith the support of her mentor and 
colleagues, she did return, and after 
receiving her doctorate from MSU, 
McGuirl received a post-doctoral 
position for tw o years at the 
California Institute of Technology.
She returned to Montana, but this 
time to UM to engage in the prion 
research that allows her to work in 
the part of the biochemistry field she 
prefers. After experiencing such an 
encouraging mentoring relationship, 
McGuirl is giving back by mentoring 
the students who work on her team, 
which include undergraduate, gradu­
ate and area high school students.
"I'm always amazed at their 
enthusiasm," she says.
McGuirl hopes her research will help 
to create a preventative treatment for 
prion protein diseases or possibly lessen 
their effects. Hers is fundamental 
research, she says, but it could be used 
by other scientists in other clinical trials. 
Collaboration is a key part of connecting 
basic research to developing drug thera­
pies, and McGuirl says so far the prion 
protein research has been a cross­
campus collaboration at UM.
"By pulling people together and 
becoming aware of each other's projects, 
we have the support to do top-notch 
research," she says. "This University 
is growing by leaps and bounds in 
that respect."
For more information, e-mail 
michele.mcguirl@ mso.umt.edu. 23
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UM journalism professors
Clem Work and Dennis Swibold spent their 
summer vacations in the early 1900s. For 
Swibold, that meant logging hours in his 
basement among years' worth of news­
paper clippings and 3x5 cards to finish his 
first book, about the Anaconda company's 
control over a handful of Montana's news­
papers (collectively dubbed "the copper 
press") from 1889 to 1959.
For Work, that meant a "spastic and 
random" writing routine to finish his first 
book, "Darkest Before Dawn" (to be pub­
lished by the University of New Mexico 
Press in September 2005), which tells the 
stories of the 64 Montanans tried under 
the state's 1918 sedition law for speaking 
their minds during wartime.
"There's a historical parallel," Work says 
of his book and Swibold's. "They really 
come together in the World War I period. 
Dennis' focus is on Anaconda's control of 
the papers; my focus is the fear and hyste­
ria that gripped the state at the time, much 
of which was promoted or touched off by 
the newspapers."
Work's first chapter was inspired by an 
item he read in a 1918 issue of the
Anaconda Standard —  one of the newspa­
pers Swibold researched extensively for 
his book.
Work's opening scene is of a one-term 
Montana legislator mounting his horse in a 
remote, northeast corner of the state and 
riding 80 miles in a snowstorm to catch 
the train to Helena to attend the Feb. 23, 
1918, special legislative session being held 
to pass the sedition bill demanded by the 
governor. That law, Work says, was 
"essentially criminalization with severe 
penalties of any wartime criticism of the 
government, so that just about anything 
said that was critical or insulting to the 
government would be punished with a 
penalty of up to 20 years."
Three months later, Congress adopted 
the law "almost word for word," Work 
says, and applied it nationally to convict 
about 2,000 people. In Montana, 41 of the 
64 tried went to prison.
"These were dark, cruel events in 
Montana," Work says, "that eventually 
triggered a national backlash against 
excesses of fear that ultimately led to 
more breathing room for political dissent, 
and led to what today we consider our
God-given right to freedom of speech."
A large part —  and one of the hardest 
parts —  of Work's project has been trying 
to piece together the lives of those con­
victed under the sedition law. "The problem 
is none of them was famous, none of them 
was rich," he says. "They didn't leave very 
many traces. So that's where I put on my 
genealogy hat."
That hat led to some surprising discov­
eries. For example, when Work, out of 
sheer frustration, did a Google search on 
prisoner Martin Wehinger, he "unbeliev­
ably" got a link that led to a Texas artist 
whose Web site showed an oil portrait of a 
man by that name. That artist told Work 
she had based the portrait on a photograph 
from a book her in-laws had given her as a 
wedding gift —  a book by the famous pho­
tographer L.A. Huffman, who had worked 
in Miles City, in the county where 
Wehinger was convicted. Work ran to the 
library, found the book, and, sure enough, 
recognized the photo of Wehinger.
"The poignancy of this was the picture 
showed this incredibly virile young man 
with hands like baseball mitts," he says, 
"who had come to this country with all the
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promise that immigrants had." But when 
the war began, says Work, Wehinger 
"opened his mouth at the wrong time. He 
basically said, the Germans are going to 
whup your ass,' to the wrong people," and 
was sentenced to three to six years in prison.
'The bottom line," Work says: "A guy 
who came to this country with all this 
hope, and who almost embodied the myth 
of the American pioneer, died a toothless 
felon because he spoke his mind. And that, 
to me, is the essence of [the book], and so 
the whole story is to trace the development 
of this fear and reaction and repression."
But it wasn't just convicts who were 
repressed in 1918. The journalists writing 
for what Swibold terms the "copper 
dailies" were repressed themselves.
(These papers, owned by the Anaconda 
company, were the Butte Daily Post, the 
Montana Standard, two editions of the 
Billings Gazette, the Missoulian, the 
Missoula Sentinel, the Livingston 
Enterprise, the Helena Independent Record, 
and the Anaconda Standard.) In 
his book, Swibold recreates a 
time in Montana's newspaper 
history when journalists "just 
pretty much learned the 
[unspoken] rules" about what 
to write and what not to write.
During the War of the 
Copper Kings at the turn of the 
century, "you have all these 
tycoons in Montana duking it 
out for political and economic 
control," Swibold says. One 
such notable tycoon was min­
ing engineer Marcus Daly, who 
founded the Anaconda company 
in the 1880s and then, in 1889,
"decided like all other tycoons in the state 
that he needed a newspaper to advance his 
political and economic agenda."
Thus, the Anaconda Standard was born, 
a newspaper that "had everything any met­
ropolitan daily would have in Manhattan," 
Swibold says. "You picked up an Anaconda 
Standard in 1889, you could have been 
anywhere in America, and you couldn't 
have found a better newspaper. You would­
n't have found the depth of its national and 
international reporting."
Nor would you have found controversial 
stories about the Anaconda company or
any of its interests. And therein lies the 
thesis for Swibold's project: "Corporate 
ownership has lots of resources," he says, 
"but it also breeds a kind of ambivalence at 
the papers." The 10-year anniversary of the 
Anaconda Standard in 1899 (which also 
was the 10-year anniversary of Montana's 
statehood) was celebrated in high style by 
the Anaconda company, which wined and 
dined journalists and also provided a color­
ful opening narrative for Swibold's book. 
But forging such controlling relationships 
was "bad for journalism," Swibold says.
"It was bad for the company. It didn't 
work for anybody."
Swibold divides Anaconda's 60-year 
grip over the copper dailies into two dis­
tinct periods. "For the first 30 years, the 
papers were aggressively championing the 
company and attacking its enemies," he 
says. "But in the last 30 years, not only did 
they produce really bad journalism, but 
they had no credibility, so they weren't a 
good PR vehicle for the company."
Because the company's first interest 
was mining, he says, they "really didn't 
understand or care about journalism."
So in 1959, when Gallatin Valley native 
Don Anderson, at the time the publisher of 
a Lee Enterprises newspaper called the 
Wisconsin State Journal, was asked by his 
boss to look into a rumor that Anaconda's 
newspapers were for sale, he contacted 
Anaconda executives.
Anderson became instrumental in nego­
tiating the deal that led Lee Enterprises —  
then a small, Midwest chain — to acquire 
Anaconda's papers.
Though Lee wasn't the highest bidder 
for the papers, it won out, Swibold says, 
"because Anaconda felt comfortable with 
Anderson. He understood Montana, and 
the company felt that not only would the 
papers be in good hands, but the company 
would probably get pretty favorable treat­
ment from Lee."
In fact, Lee exercised "different goals 
and ethics than the Anaconda company," 
Swibold says. For instance, the day after 
Lee bought the papers, the Butte miners 
went on strike, and the papers went ahead 
and covered it —  something that likely 
wouldn't have happened under Anaconda's 
ownership. "People were shocked," says 
Swibold, to see both the union's and 
Anaconda's sides of the story printed.
Swibold says he chose to write his 
book through the first few years after the 
ownership transfer because he felt it was 
important to show these differences as 
Lee transformed Montana's journalism 
from what Swibold says Don Anderson 
called a "futile press" to a free 
and independent one. 
(Anderson recently had UM's 
soon-to-be-built journalism 
building named after him.)
"My students didn't know 
anything about [this period], 
which struck me as strange," 
Swibold says, explaining 
why he decided to tackle 
this project. You cant 
really think about Montana 
journalism, he says, "without 
talking about this 10,000- 
pound elephant in the 
middle of the room, and that's 
Anaconda's journalism."
Swibold currently is finishing the sec­
ond draft of his book and will begin sub­
mitting it to publishers soon. "I wanted to 
get everything in and feel fairly comfort­
able with [the manuscript] first," he says. 
"But I'm eager to get it in someone else's 
hands now."
For more information, e-mail
c le m ens.w o rk@ um ontana .edu
d e n n is .sw ib o ld@ u m on tan a .ed u .
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Montana's old sedition laws imprisoned Martin Wehinger, 
while Don Anderson helped free the state's press.
I  lizabeth Putnam, blonde and 
5  direct, is a tenure-track assistant 
|  | H  professor at UM. She teaches 
pharmacy students molecular genetics 
and toxicology and conducts research on 
molecular epidemiology. Currently, under 
a three-year, $600,000 grant, she is 
researching asbestos-related diseases 
in Libby, Montana.
Mark Pershouse, dark-haired and soft- 
spoken, also is a tenure-track assistant 
professor at UM. He teaches graduate and 
undergraduate courses on genetics and 
toxicology for the Center for Environmental 
Health Sciences and uses a three-year, 
$650,000 grant to research the genetics
of mesothelioma, a rare cancer caused 
by asbestos exposure.
Both are married. To each other. They 
met at graduate school in 1984 —  Liz 
was on the University of Texas-Houston 
admissions committee that admitted 
Mark. They married one and a half years 
later and now have two children, Rebecca,
14, and Anna, 11.
In a rare moment of calm, the two sit 
together on the front porch of their 4-year- 
old Delft blue house overlooking Missoula. 
The porch is decorated with baskets of 
fuschia petunias, trailing blue lobelia and 
rocking chairs.
As they talk, they describe their marriage
as a partnership —  they must check with 
one another constantly to coordinate the 
children's extracurricular activities, to figure 
out drop-offs and pick-ups, laundry and 
grocery shopping. They also have edited 
one another's grant proposals, served as 
each other's lab technicians, attended the 
same faculty meetings, coached one 
another on molecular techniques and 
done each other's laundry.
"This is not a marriage where the man 
does one thing, the woman does another 
thing," Mark says. "It's more like cross­
training. We have to stretch our family 
skills so that both of us are capable of 
holding things together for the family."
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Busy team (left): UM faculty members and researchers Mark Pershouse and 
Elizabeth Putnam (center) with their two daughters, Anna (right) and Rebecca
Wearing Many Hats
People unfamiliar with university life may 
assume that the life of a full-time professor 
and researcher is a breeze —  a class 
here and there, summers off, what could 
be easier? People unfamiliar with being 
parents make similar assumptions about 
parenting —  two girls, past the intense, 
physically exhausting infant years, no dia­
pers, no pacifiers, you tell them what to 
do and they do it.
"What people don't realize is that as a 
professor, your job is not done when you 
leave campus," Liz says. "Similarly, parent­
ing doesn't stop when you go to work —  
there's always the 2 p.m. play or 11 a.m. 
awards ceremony."
To combine the two, in actuality, is 
daunting. "To work as a full-time professor, 
scientist and mom is busy," says Liz as 
she swings back and forth on the 
porch swing. "You want to be the 
parent your children need you to be, 
as well the best professional —  
scientist and educator— you can be."
To combine the two, Liz says,
"You have to be extremely organized 
with your time and you have to 
learn early to give up sleep 
when necessary."
Early Birds
At the Putnam/Pershouse house­
hold, days begin at 6 a.m. Mark 
cooks breakfast while Liz showers 
and then at 6:30 a.m. wakes the 
girls. "Sometimes I have to use a 
crowbar," she says. The family eats break­
fast at the blue-topped island in their bright 
kitchen with the bay window that looks up 
Mount Dean Stone. By 8 a.m. —  after 
gathering homework, coats, hats, back­
packs and briefcases —  everyone is out 
the door, Anna to Meadow Hill Middle 
School; Rebecca to Sentinel High School. 
Together, Mark and Liz drive to the 
pharmacy school's Skaggs Building, 
where Liz works on the first floor next to 
the lab; Mark's office is in the basement. 
Then the professional part of Mark's and 
Liz's day begins. As educators and 
researchers, they are expected to 
teach, conduct research and serve on
committees. What this translates to is this: 
preparing lectures for team-taught classes 
in the pharmacy school, assembling mate­
rial for grants, designing and preparing 
classes, conducting research and reading 
scientific articles.
"Getting into the lab feels like a luxury 
sometimes," Liz says. "So often you have 
to delegate that work to technicians 
while you spend your time teaching or 
writing grants."
In the course of the day, they work 
with colleagues, grant collaborators, 
technicians, students, but —  even though 
they work in the same department —  they 
rarely see each other. They are involved 
with separate research projects, labs and 
committees. The only problem, Liz says, is 
that "we had to teach everyone not to
treat us as a unit. People would give me 
a message for Mark or vice versa and we 
had to ask them to communicate with 
us separately."
"We often go to lunch to touch base," 
Mark says. "It's an important time to 
put out fires."
Mark and Liz must work hard to keep 
up with the constantly changing nature 
of their jobs. "Many jobs are of a very 
repetitive nature," says Mark. "In science, 
there is very little repetition —  the work is 
constantly evolving, which generates new 
work and involves learning new skills." 
"We are constantly working to keep 
current," Liz adds. "We must keep up not
only with our peers in Montana, but with 
our peers around the nation."
Island Tim e
At the end of the day —  after the kids' 
soccer practices and music lessons —  the 
family gathers together again around the 
blue island in the kitchen. As they eat 
dinner, they discuss their days over Mark's 
quesadillas or Liz's Cajun chicken, food that 
was made on the weekends and reheated 
in the microwave. "We make two to three 
dishes on Sunday to reheat during the 
week," Mark says.
After dinner and clean-up —  if Mark 
cooks, Liz does the dishes and vice versa 
—  the work replaces the dishes on the 
island in the kitchen. The girls busy 
themselves with two hours of homework.
Mark and Liz edit grant proposals, read 
student papers and scientific journals 
or discuss the day quietly as the 
girls work out math problems or 
write papers.
They spend time with their 
children one-on-one when they can. 
"Our one-on-one times are often 
during those rides to activities —  
when Mark takes Rebecca to volley­
ball practice or I go with Anna to Girl 
Scouts because I'm the troop leader," 
Liz says. The family also has instituted 
Friday family nights. "We try to do 
things together: watch a movie, play a 
board game or work on projects in the 
yard," Liz says. "It's a nice time to wind 
down from the week."
Late evenings are when the two of them 
decompress. After the kids are in bed, they 
go out on their front porch to look over the 
lights of Missoula. This is the best part of 
the day, Mark says. "For the first time of 
day, the kids become less of a concern," 
Mark says. "It's the time when we feel 
grateful to have a nice house in a beautiful 
valley and a job where we feel we can 
make a difference."
For more information, e-mail 
e lizabeth.putnam @ um ontana.edu 
or m ark.pershouse@ um ontana.edu.
! Family time in the couple's kitchen
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Academic
S U C C e S € .  Do those 
words mean the same thing to everyone? '
Patricia Covarrubias, a UM communication 
studies assistant professor, is studying 
how students —  especially American 
Indian students —  can obtain academic 
success by researching how they actually 
define the term.
"Academic success, like all terms, is 
defined differently depending on people's 
socio-cultural backgrounds," Covarrubias 
says. "Assuming that the concept of 
academic success means the same thing 
to everyone is like trying to view the 
world through the same set of binoculars, 
and this is not a productive approach.
We need to focus on the definitions of 
terms and concepts first to make sure we 
are all talking about the same thing and 
not speaking at cross-purposes."
She says the University can get to 
know its American Indian students better 
by studying how they define academic 
success. "Any time we understand what 
terms, phrases and corresponding 
concepts mean to people, we are 
better positioned to identify and define 
problem areas."
Covarrubias has recruited students to 
participate in her study personally, by 
word-of-mouth and through fliers. Her 
work involves ethnographic observation 
and extensive interviews lasting from 
one to three hours. Following interviews, 
Covarrubias transcribes the taped
sessions verbatim and then conducts a 
data analysis of results.
When examining this material, she 
looks for recurring communicative 
patterns from individuals and across 
groups. Her final report w ill tell the story 
through many different voices.
When it comes to defining academic 
success, Covarrubias says, there generally 
is a striking difference between how 
European Americans and American 
Indians speak about the concept. A typical 
European American might say academic 
success is "achieving good grades 
through hard work or achieving some­
what good grades through little work."
However, she says American Indians 
often define academic success differently. 
A typical answer might be "learning all 
I can learn to go back and help my 
people." In one instance she received 
a response from an Indian student who 
said he wanted "to get out of here and 
make some money." That student also 
admitted he "was different."
One large cultural difference 
Covarrubias has uncovered is that 
American Indians stress their ties with 
their families and communities. They 
don't tend to suspend their family life for 
four years while attending the University.
As an example, she tells of a student 
who missed an assignment to go home
Patricia Covarrubias in UM's Liberal Arts Building
to fix 
her brother's 
hair for the prom. This was 
important to the student, she says, but 
most European American students couldn't 
fathom missing an assignment for such 
a reason.
"For Native students, much of their per­
sonal resources are their connectedness 
with people, especially their families," 
she says. “We need to understand the 
cultural impulses behind students' actions 
to understand behaviors, and we can 
understand those impulses by listening 
carefully to how Native students speak 
about academic success and any 
other concept."
Covarrubias has found common 
troubles for American Indian students.
The University doesn't always seem 
welcoming, she says, and there is a 
longing to be home. Also, at home Indian 
students often know everyone and have 
always had a role. But at college, they 
are anonymous and their roles aren't 
always clear.
Covarrubias hopes her study w ill help 
UM understand the cultural differences of 
its students and foster academic success 
for a broader spectrum of students.
"We have much to learn from Indian 
students here at UM," she says. "If we 
cannot learn from one another here —  
at a venue fundamentally designed for 
learning —  where can we do it?"
2 8  V I S I O N  2 0 0 4
For more information, e-mail 
Patricia.Covarrubias@mso.umt.edu.
Differences Impact Academic Success
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TSll® fito«SjlM ®f high-energy 
cosmic rays crashing into the Earth's 
atmosphere probably doesn't keep too 
many people up all night.
But that's not true for John Belz, a UM 
assistant professor of physics and astro­
nomy, and a few of his more committed 
students, who hunker down for the night, 
twice a month, in a cluttered lab in the 
basement of the UM Science Complex. 
From there, in front of a bank of computer 
monitors stacked on metal shelves, they 
remotely operate cosmic ray detection 
equipment — called the High Resolution 
Fly's Eye — located on a faraway hilltop 
southwest of Salt Lake City.
They are not looking for garden-variety 
cosmic rays — a catchall term that de­
scribes any type of extraterrestrial 
radiation that comes into the path of 
the Earth. Common cosmic rays are 
continuously zooming at the Earth, and 
Belz says these particles pelt us all the 
time. (It's not worth becoming alarmed 
since there are no known ill effects.)
Humankind has had a tangible relation­
ship with this space-born energy for 
some time. Cosmic rays are responsible 
for the northern lights, which are created 
when cosmic radiation is trapped in the 
Earth's magnetic field. And the carbon 
dating technique used by archaeologists 
depends on the ratio of "normal" carbon 
compared to the radioactive isotope 
carbon-14, which is the product of 
cosmic ray collisions in the atmosphere.
Belz is interested in recording a less 
ubiquitous kind of cosmic ray — those
with the highest energy. One of these rare, J 
energetic particles, usually a proton or the 
nucleus of an atom, might enter a given 
square mile of the sky once in a decade.
And despite their tiny, subatomic size, they j 
pack quite a wallop. Belz compares the 
energy in the subatomic particle to that of 
a major league fast ball —  an astonishing 
amount of energy given the size of the 
particle. But you wont find any terrestrial 
impact craters —  the particle's journey 
ends in the planet's atmosphere where it 
collides with other particles and sets off a 
chain reaction that astrophysicists call an 
"air shower.1'
The particle's near-light-speed entry sets 
off a cascading series of collisions of 
atmospheric atoms. The collisions set off 
by the super-energetic catalyst emit a 
glow of ultraviolet energy not visible to 
the naked eye —  but strong enough to be 
detected by the array of devices in the 
clear Utah sky.
To document these brief showers of 
non-visible light, the equipment records 
ultraviolet light signals at a rate of millions 
of times per second. A relevant event 
might occur once an hour. Belz and his 
students constantly measure the atmos­
phere, so they have a strong idea of the 
conditions at the precise time the particle 
creates the shower. The researchers, in 
effect, subtract out the atmosphere and are j 
left with a detailed map of the air shower.
The research measures the invisible to 
learn about the f/V?y — but the results could j 
help answer a huge question.
"We hope to add to our model of the
structure of the universe by understanding 
the violent processes that give rise to the 
highest energy cosmic rays," Belz says. 
"What is accelerating these particles to this 
enormous energy? Nobody really knows."
He says tremendously violent natural 
processes must be behind the acceleration 
of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays, and 
existing theories suggest the particle 
sources must be relatively close by in 
cosmological terms. But the sources 
continue to elude scientists.
"Something big is happening right under 
our astrophysical noses," Belz says. "The 
solution could be mundane, like we've 
mismeasured extragalactic magnetic fields. 
Or some new unobserved and unpredicted 
event or process could be responsible. In 
either case, figuring out these particles will 
inevitably shed new light on our model of 
how the universe, came to have its present 
structure and features. And that model is our 
only guide to the universe's ultimate fate."
Researcher John Belz and the UM command 
center for cosmic-ray detection equipmenl
For more information, e-mail 
belz@ molly.physics.umt.edu. 29
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Keith Parker has never 
suffered through the agony 
of a migraine headache.
But the UM researcher has 
spent the past 26 years 
trying to shed light on why 
other people are subjected 
to the excruciating pain.
"I don't suffer from migraines myself," 
says Parker, an associate professor of 
pharmacology and toxicology. "But 
throughout my life. I've had a number of 
family members who have suffered. I 
really don't know what got me going on 
migraines, but I think it's because I saw 
the suffering in family members."
A migraine is a one-sided, pulsating 
headache that is often accompanied by 
nausea and sensitivity to light and 
sound. Some people who have the 
headaches see an unusual, colored light 
just before the headache kicks in. 
"Although head pain dominates, the 
unpleasant experience is often more 
than that," Parker says. "It can be a 
whole body experience that is agonizing 
and debilitating."
What causes a migraine?
More than 26 million Americans suffer 
from migraine headaches, according to 
the American Medical Association. But 
what causes a migraine and its accom­
panying pain is uncertain.
"There is no universally agreed upon 
cause," says Parker, a Billings native 
who has taught at UM since 1993.
"There is strong suspicion that certain 
nerve cells of sufferers may have 
problems with membrane proteins 
that regulate ion movements in and 
out of cells."
Heredity also plays a role in migraine 
attacks, Parker says. People are more 
likely to suffer from migraines if other 
family members get the headaches. |  
Other triggers of migraines include light, 
sound, certain foods, disrupted sleep 
patterns, and drugs and a lcoho lH
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for migraine sufferers
What are the symptoms of 
a migraine?
Migraine symptoms may vary from per­
son to person. But Parker, who holds a 
bachelor's degree in psychology from 
Montana State University and a doctor­
ate in pharmacology from the University 
of California, San Francisco, says one­
sided head pain is common among most 
migraine sufferers.
"Usually, although not always, migraines 
come and go. That's why it's called 
episodic," Parker says. "A person may 
have a severe attack and then be w ith ­
out an attack for days, weeks or, in some 
cases, even years."
When a migraine attack does occur, it is 
often accompanied by nausea and some­
times vomiting. Parker says migraine 
attacks can be severe enough to render 
people useless —  forcing them to miss 
work, school and other activities.
"Sometimes the sufferer is just down, 
often prostrate in a dark room, unable to 
move for many, many hours," he says.
A migraine can plague just about anyone. 
But Parker says migraine headaches 
seem to be most common in Western 
Europe and the United States. They 
also seem to occur most frequently in 
middle-aged people and women.
"Women have a higher incidence com­
pared to men by about 3 to 1," Parker 
says. "The reasons for this remain un- 
known.There are clearly some potential 
hormonal factors, but it is unclear if that's 
the whole story."
How do you treat a migraine?
Like other ailments, a migraine has 
sparked many treatment theories over 
the years.
"There are many different ways to treat a 
migraine headache," Parker says. "And
these range from the unconventional to 
standard sorts of drug treatments."
Some people choose not to treat a 
migraine at all —  going w ithout medical 
advice or treatment. But that can be a 
painful way to go through life.
"There is still the impression that overall, 
migraine is under-reported and under­
treated," Parker says.
Other approaches to migraine treatment 
center on lifestyle, nutrition, sleep pat­
terns and "many, many other non-drug 
sorts of approaches," Parker says. But 
the best way to treat a migraine may be 
through drug treatment. Parker says over- 
the-counter medications such as aspirin, 
ibuprofen and other non-opiate pain 
relievers can be effective in treating 
some migraine attacks.
However, in severe cases, the over- 
the-counter remedies are rarely enough. 
Doctors may then resort to pain relievers 
such as codeine, morphine or Demerol.
"There are very legitimate indications for 
the use of these powerful drugs, but 
caution is warranted because of possible 
dependence," Parker says.
Over the past decade, advances in medi­
cine have led to the successful use of 
drugs such as Sumatriptan —  also 
known as Imitrex —  and other related 
triptan drugs.
"These drugs are used exclusively for a 
headache already in progress," he says. 
"About two-thirds of sufferers will be 
helped by these drugs. But some people 
do not tolerate these drugs very well. 
These drugs are thought to work via 
some types of serotonin receptors.
Newer drugs, known as prophylactics, 
also are being successfully used to treat 
migraine headaches. Two of the most 
effective prophylactics available are beta
blockers and calcium channel blockers." 
But Parker says there are still refine­
ments that need to be made with the 
new drugs.
"These drugs reduce the severity and 
incidence of migraines over time," he 
says. "That is, they are used chronically 
to help in the prevention of headache.
But there has not been a drug group that 
meets all the criteria of effectiveness and 
safety. Development of appropriate prophy­
lactics is clearly the hope for the future."
If you do suffer from migraine headaches, 
Parker says it is important that you seek 
professional help.
"Excellent assistance is available both 
locally and nationally," Parker says. 
"Because of the complexity of migraines, 
an expert is often needed.
"Nevertheless, many general practition­
ers can provide excellent help, at least to 
get started. And I would recommend 
people approach a medical professional, 
and not a basic researcher like myself."
Parker says it also is important for each 
individual sufferer to learn what situa­
tions are likely to bring on a headache.
"It's especially important to know the 
signs that signal an oncoming headache. 
This is so important because if drug 
treatment is being used, that treatment 
needs to occur as rapidly as possible for 
best effect."
U M  researcher Keith Parker
For more inform ation, e-mail 
kparker@ spahs.um t.edu 31
camas magazine
Voices Rising in  the West
By KATE CYWINSKI
Named for
the flowering bulb inherent in the culture 
of the Salish and Kootenai tribes, Camas 
magazine is a growing voice of the West.
While many magazines fold as quickly 
as they begin, Camas, an environmental 
journal published by UM's environmental 
studies graduate students, has survived 
more than a decade.
Camas began as the brainchild of a group 
of students in the program with an interest 
in writing. Funding and support from the 
Environmental Studies Program (EVST) 
transformed their idea into the first issue.
Professor Tom Roy, EVST director, says 
the journal "is still here and getting stronger 
because of student interest. It's a real 
tribute to the students who have 
been involved."
Camas began as a venue for students 
with an interest in environmental writing to 
flex their creativity and publish their work.
It then progressed into a more substantial 
journal, combining the work of students 
and emerging writers with writings by 
established environmental authors such 
as Rick Bass, William Kittredge and 
Annick Smith.
"One of my first published pieces 
appeared in Camas," says EVST graduate 
student Ryan Newhouse. "One of Camas'
strengths is that first-time writers appear 
in print beside well-established ones." 
Camas also developed themes.
In 1997 the Teller theme began with each 
fall issue featuring the two best essays 
produced through the Environmental 
Writing Institute at Teller Wildlife Refuge. 
Spring themes have included restoration, 
recreation, big sky and, most recently, 
spirituality in the environment.
'The theme or tone reflects what is 
happening politically in the region and in 
the program," says Tami Brunk, editor of 
the spring 2004 issue.
In addition to journalistic or creative 
feature articles, Camas includes essays, 
interviews and profiles, book reviews, 
current event articles, poetry, photo­
graphy and artwork.
Camas has survived not only because 
its quality has continued to improve but 
also because "it has been successful in 
maintaining enthusiasm and support," 
says Phil Condon, EVST assistant professor 
and Camas faculty adviser.
Camas always has been primarily a 
student-driven journal. Thus, maintaining 
continuity with frequently changing editors 
is a struggle.
But just as Salish natives congregated 
to gather camas, people from a variety of 
backgrounds and interests play a role in 
Camas publications. While some people
contribute writing, others offer photography 
and artwork, as well as editing and 
advertising skills.
Former editor Katharine Hyzy says,
"One of the things I loved most about 
being editor was the sense of intimacy I 
developed with each essay, those stories 
and words centered my soul, stirred my 
passion and inspired me to seek the 
best way -  as I saw it - to  make them 
more whole."
In the past two years, with support from 
Condon, students have taken steps to 
enhance Camas' visibility through a Web 
site (http://www.umt.edu/evst/camas) 
and to make it self-sustaining.
When Missoula-based Northern Lights 
Magazine stopped publishing, EVST 
purchased its mailing list. More than 
15 Camas volunteers stuffed about 
4,000 envelopes in three weeks for a 
subscription drive. Students' efforts 
resulted in more than 300 new 
subscriptions and further ensured that 
Camas will persevere.
According to western author Terry 
Tempest Williams, "Camas is a testimonial 
to the raw, on-the-ground power that 
continues to rise out of Montana. I find 
the words of these students and other 
writers deeply inspiring. They carry our 
imagination forward in both idealism and 
longing, what all readers yearn to find."
32 VISION 2004 For more information, e-mail 
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I f  I  have seen further than others, it  is  
by standing on the shoulders o f giants.
— Isaac Newton (1642-1727)
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